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What’s 
Inside?

                   opened the toolbox. There was something inside.Inside the treasure box,                    found a little bowl.

Then                    went outside to play with         

The End
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Illustrations from openclipart.org

Dump Truck by azieser, metallic red box by rg1024, closed box by Kliponius, 

open box by piercolone, picnic basket by johnny_automatic, chests by yeKcim
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Inside the toolbox was a cardboard box.

The box was taped shut.

... a little treasure box.                             reached inside.

When the bugs had emptied the bowl,                    put the bowl 
back inside the yellow box with the green lid.

                   put the yellow box with the green lid inside the 
treasure box.

                   put the treasure box inside the basket.

                   put the basket inside the cardboard box.

                   put the cardboard box inside the toolbox.

                   put the toolbox inside the truck.
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One fine day,                    looked inside of his 
toy dump truck.

                   untaped the box and reached inside.
                   took the lid off, reached in, and found...
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Inside the box, there was a little picnic basket!

Inside the picnic basket,                    found...

Inside of the dump truck, there was a nice red metal 
toolbox!

... a round yellow box with a green lid.

Inside the bowl,                    saw cereal. The cereal was red 
and yellow.

Just then, two little bugs came crawling toward                   .

“Hurray!” cried the red 
bug. “You found my 
food. I am SO hungry.”

“Thank you,” cried the yellow 
bug. “I could NOT remember 
where I hid our bowl of food. 
We have been looking for it all 
morning.”

So                    placed the tiny bowl of food on the floor, 
and the bugs began to feast.

The Little 
Brown Bug

Book
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Brown Bug,
Brown Bug,
What do you see?

A Spider!
RUN!

Spider, Spider,
What do you see?
 
I see three bugs 
running from me!

I see a Red Bug
looking
at me.

Red Bug, 
Red Bug,
What do you see?

Green Bug, 
Green Bug,
What do you see?

I see a 
Green Bug
Looking at me.

I see a 
SPIDER
Looking at me.

(Based, of course, on the famouse Eric Carl Book!)








